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CHP cuts carbon on University
Campus

Customer profile

In 1966, Bradford was granted a Royal Charter to become the

University of Bradford and the 40th university to be created in

Britain. The student population has leapt from 2,000 in 1966

to over 10,000 people today, including a lively postgraduate

population of 2,250.

Site need

Ecoversity is the name given to the programme of embedding

sustainable development across the whole of the University of

Bradford (UoB) and this initiative has helped create a One

Planet Carbon Strategy to achieve a 50% reduction in carbon

emissions by 2020. To achieve this the University of Bradford

have looked to implement effective on-site electricity and heat

generation to serve the campus.

Dalkia’s solution

To meet the site needs Dalkia’s specialist CHP producer,

Cogenco, designed and installed a 1.4MWe CHP unit which

will ensure the university can save more than £8m over 20

years, help meet HEFCE’s carbon reduction targets and

maintain their position as a beacon in sustainability within

the Higher Education sector. 

The CHP plant is an efficient engine that will generate both

heat and electricity for the University of Bradford.  It provides a

cost effective and more environmentally sustainable way of

generating electricity to power our buildings on the City

Campus. At the same time it will harness the high

temperatures produced through this process for hot water

and for heating in University buildings. As the engine

generates both electricity and heat, it is more efficient than

conventional boilers and will save £400,000 per year on our

utility bills.



Whilst the technical aspects of the design and installation are

quite complex, the principal is simple; rather than using gas to

fuel boilers it is used to fuel an engine that drives a dynamo to

create electricity.  The heat generated by the engine is used to

heat water for heating and hot water services. Fossil fuels are

used only once in the process to generate heat and electricity

rather than the traditional method of generating heat

through boilers and electricity from the National Grid. Since

less fuel is burnt the total amount of carbon dioxide

emissions produced annually will be reduced by 15%.

The University currently spends approx £2,600,000 per year on

heat and electricity. With the installation of the new CHP unit

the University will save £400,000 per year on heating and

electricity bills.

After taking into consideration project costs and projected

future energy prices, the CHP installation will pay back the

original investment in approximately 8 years.

Cogenco are part of Dalkia Plc, a leading producer of

cogeneration units (combined heat and power, CHP). We offer

a full design package, assembly, pre-commissioning,

installation, commissioning and remote monitoring, covered

by a comprehensive maintenance and service package to suit

customer requirements. Cogenco units range from 35kWe to

2MW, and operate on a variety of fuels, including natural gas,

biogas, biomass, diesel, bio-diesel and landfill gas. Cogenco

now has over 550 units in operation worldwide.
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BENEFITS

� Cost savings of £400,000 per year

� CO2 emission reductions of 1,900 tonnes per
year in line with carbon targets

� High efficiency energy delivery

� Design, installation, operation and maintenance
from expert team

� Year round operational support


